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Social Work Workplace Challenges

Demographics of Social Workers (2017)

White: 68%
Black: 22%
Other Minorities: 10%

Cognitive: Positive
Affective: Negative

Social Work Management

- Robust Targeted Learning Development Curriculum
  - Includes One Foundational Workshop and Four 1.5-Hour Sessions
- Apply Cross-Cultural Evaluation Matrix
- Informed by Research on Teaching Cross-Cultural Competency
- Develop Resilient and Strategic Goals Tailored to the Needs of the Organization

Data or Results

Cross-cultural Evaluation Matrix

Impacting Social Work Management

- Robust Targeted Learning Development Curriculum
- Includes One Foundational Workshop and Four 1.5-Hour Sessions
- Apply Cross-Cultural Evaluation Matrix
- Informed by Research on Teaching Cross-Cultural Competency
- Develop Resilient and Strategic Goals Tailored to the Needs of the Organization

Please find the curriculum outline and annotated bibliography in my ePortfolio Strategies for Cross-Cultural Facilitation and Negotiation page using the following link: https://qr.go.page.link/Ayjkx

or QR code: